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DOES SUSTAINABILITY INFLUENCE
INVESTMENT DECISIONS?
Sustainable real estate practices have become a top priority for
anyone who owns or occupies commercial property. Today’s
leading corporations realize that environmental responsibility is
essential to business operations. Taking steps to reduce energy
usage can not only reduce costs, but can also enhance a
corporation’s brand and customer appeal.
Given the impact real estate has on the environment,
occupiers have been pursuing sustainable strategies within
their facilities and leased space as a way to demonstrate their
commitment to environmental responsibility. But, what do
property owners and investors think about green real estate?
What are the drivers for them to invest in sustainable assets
and how are they responding to the increasing demand for
green office space?
Cushman & Wakefield recently surveyed leading property
owners and investment managers across the US to determine
how sustainability effects investment decisions in the
commercial office sector. The results provide keen insight into
what today’s owners are doing about sustainability and how
they are adjusting their business practices in today’s
environmentally conscious culture.
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KEY FINDINGS

DEMAND
Real estate investors across the US are clearly demanding their investment managers acquire properties that
address sustainability.

MOMENTUM
Momentum for sustainable investing is growing, yet most owners have not yet developed mandated
sustainability requirements for their properties or portfolios.

VALUE
A property’s sustainability performance has a positive correlation to its value and makes it more competitive
in the marketplace. Quantifying sustainability’s contribution to value creation is challenging.

PERSPECTIVE
US investment managers lag behind their European counterparts in their adoption of green investing
practices, indicating that US property owners will likely continue to develop sustainable investing strategies.

SURVEY PARTICIPANTS
Aegon
AIG
Bentall Kennedy
BlackRock
Cornerstone Realty
IndCor Properties, Inc.
Invesco Ltd.TIAA-CREF

JPMorgan Chase & Co.
Lasalle Investment Management
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DEMAND
INVESTORS DEMANDING SUSTAINABLE BUILDINGS
Real estate investors across North America are
demanding that investment managers acquire
properties that address sustainability. Survey
results indicate that 80% of investment managers
interviewed feel as though their investors are
becoming more interested in the sustainability
performance of the properties they purchase.
Respondents indicated that they have seen a
dramatic increase in the number of questions
around the topic of sustainability in requests
for proposals (RFPs) and from consultants who
provide advice to those placing capital in the
real estate sector. This emphasis on sustainability
appears to be growing, as 60% of respondents
indicated that the pace of interest from their
investors is increasing.

RESPONDENT COMMENTS:
“Client and investor demand is
growing and we have seen a huge
increase in the number of
questions from consultants and
in RFP’s”

80%
of respondents feel that their
investors are becoming more interested
in the sustainability performance of the
properties they invest in

“As we sit with the investors and
consultants, more and more
conversations about sustainability
are taking place. They want to
know what exactly we are doing
about it”

60%

With
of those respondents
stating the pace of interest is increasing

SOUND MANAGEMENT AND GRESB ARE THE LARGEST DRIVERS
When asked to identify the drivers for
the increasing interest in sustainability,
27% of investment mangers ranked sound
business management as the largest driver of
sustainability within the investment community.
Closely behind, was the influence of GRESB
(Greater Real Estate Sustainability Benchmark),
with 20% of respondent indicating that GRESB
has had a strong influence on the investment
community and that the organization has
motivated investment managers to report
against sustainability benchmarks. Almost half
(48%) of survey respondents point to their
investors as being the ones driving them to
invest in accordance with GRESB standards.
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RESPONDENT COMMENTS:
“The investor community, particularly in Europe has embraced GRESB
and that has been a motivator for investment managers to participate
in GRESB. It’s getting more and more publicity and traction and airplay
globally so it’s becoming a global metric”
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“

Fund investors

are now asking their investment managers
what they are doing about sustainability
and energy conservation.

					

”

LARGE OCCUPIERS CONTINUE TO PUSH SUSTAINABILITY WITH OWNERS
Respondents indicated that the majority
of occupier demand is coming from
large Fortune 1,000 companies and
multinationals. These organizations
typically have formal and established social
responsibility programs in place to address
the environmental concerns of their
shareholders and employees. Approximately
84% of those surveyed felt that occupiers
of all sizes are becoming more demanding
in terms of sustainability and are pushing
owners to address this issue within
their buildings and leased space. Some
respondents indicated that occupier
interest in sustainability is strong at the
outset during lease negotiations, and then
decreases post occupancy.

RESPONDENT COMMENTS:
“Tenants like the idea of being LEED
but when you try to get them to
comply with requirements, they see
the added costs and back off”
“Large firms tend to be more active
and have corporate policies”

84%
of respondents see occupiers/
tenants becoming more demanding in
terms of wanting sustainable space

68%
of those respondents say the
most demanding occupiers are large
corporate and Fortune 500 office users
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MOMENTUM
SUSTAINABILITY PERFORMANCE IS A SIGNIFICANT CONSIDERATION FOR INVESTMENTS
RESPONDENT COMMENTS:

In an indication that real estate
investment managers are addressing
sustainability, 72% of those surveyed
stated that they have established
sustainability polices at the fund level
within their organizations. For those
organizations that have yet to establish
formal polices, many indicated that
sustainability performance is still a
significant consideration.

“Operations and sustainability go
hand-in-hand”
“We try to build only to LEED
silver standards, but will not turn
down a good RE investment”

72%
of respondents have
implemented formal sustainability policies
at the fund level.

56%

However,
of those respondents
say their polices are not comprehensive

“Just because we don’t have a
written policy doesn’t mean we
don’t think about it”

SUSTAINABILITY IS A FACTOR IN EVALUATING NEW INVESTMENTS
Close to 70% of investment manages consider
a property’s sustainability performance in
their underwriting process when making new

RESPONDENT COMMENTS:
“Its just one of those things that
gets checked as a box”

investments. The level of consideration varied
from mandates to only acquire LEED certified
properties, to organizations that simply
require acknowledgement in their investment
memorandums. However, 53% of those
respondents say methodology is inconsistent.
Most respondents cited a genuine attempt
to make their properties as energy efficient
as possible. However, only 44% considered
their Fund-level sustainability policies to be
comprehensive, suggesting there is still room to
improve how their organizations approach this
issue. Some noted that the poor sustainability
performance of a property would likely not get
in the way of an otherwise good investment.

“We will look at building certifications, Energy Star ratings and
there are also questions about
responsible contracting”

68%
of respondents evaluate the
sustainability of an investment during the
acquisition phase

53%
of those respondents say
methodology is inconsistent

SUSTAINABILITY PERFORMANCE IS NOT AS MUCH OF A FACTOR FOR ALREADY
OWNED ASSETS
RESPONDENT COMMENTS:

While sustainability performance may
be a consideration for the majority of
new investments, 80% of investment
managers surveyed said they did not
evaluate the sustainability performance
in properties they already own.

“Not yet, but it’s on our radar”
“We do not have a model in place
for that, though that is something
we would possibly have in place in
the future”

80%
do not evaluate sustainability
in what they already own

“Not directly…we are trying to
establish the right way to do that”
“Our valuers do not take sustainability into consideration yet”

VALUE
SUSTAINABILITY HAS A POSITIVE CORRELATION TO VALUE
Most real estate investment managers
agreed that a property’s sustainability
performance impacts its value.
Approximately 76% of respondents
stated that there is a value difference
between a sustainable and non-sustainable
property. However, quantifying the value
that LEED certification brings to an asset
remains challenging and can vary marketto-market. In technology-concentrated
markets or in the core markets for
investment along the east and west coasts,
respondent stated that sustainability’s
impact on value can be significant, making
a property more competitive and assisting
in a more rapid lease-up.

RESPONDENT COMMENTS:
“I am convinced that there is.
The holy grail of the market
place is to prove out the value
of sustainability”

76%
of respondents feel there is an
incremental value difference between a
sustainable and non-sustainable building.

“Some [tenants] say that if we
don’t build to LEED or Energy
Star then we are not going to do
the deal, so does that add value?
You bet, because we lease faster,
we don’t necessarily see a rental
premium though”

FEW ATTRIBUTE HIGHER RENT DIRECTLY TO LEED CERTIFICATION
Only 16% of those surveyed have come
across instances where sustainability
performance had directly led to rental
premiums. Most respondents agree that
a LEED certified or energy efficient
building is typically a higher quality asset
and thus, can command higher than
average rent. However, respondents
also cited other factors that contribute
to rental premiums, including location,
year of construction/renovation, tenant
base, and amenity offering. Given these
considerations, respondents struggled
to state that sustainability alone has
produced higher rent.
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RESPONDENT COMMENTS:
“In the major markets, tenants
will pay more to be in a better
building, so there is correlation but
no real evidence”
“It’s an indirect correlation that goes
hand-in-hand with quality”

16%
of respondents have come
across instances where they can say

sustainability directly contributed to a
rental premium
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ENERGY EFFICIENCY CONTRIBUTES THE MOST TO VALUE
Respondents were asked to rank 14 factors as having an impact on the perceived value of an asset. The ability of a property to
deliver energy efficiency to tenants ranked the highest, receiving the most first place rankings. A property’s ability to conserve
water and deliver net operating savings ranked second and third, followed by its LEED certification ranking as the other top
considerations that positively influence the value of an asset.
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Energy Efficiency

6

Water Conservation

5

Operational Costs / NOI

3

Recycling

3

Lighting

2

Carbon Emissions

5

2

LEED Certification

3

Waste Management

MEEP

2

Cleaning

2

HVAC

1

Subsidies

1

Air Quality

2

Security

POOR SUSTAINABILITY PERFORMANCE ALONE IS NOT A REASON TO DISPOSE OF
AN ASSET (YET)
While 64% of investment managers surveyed stated that poor sustainability performance alone would not be a reason to
dispose of a property, more than a third (36%) indicated that it either was a reason or could be a reason to sell an asset.

64% of respondents
said NO.

28% of respondents
said YES.

8% of respondents
said MAYBE.
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PERSPECTIVE
EUROPE PLACES GREATER EMPHASIS ON SUSTAINABILITY
In September 2012, Cushman &
Wakefield surveyed its European investor clients on the topic of sustainability
and the degree to which it influenced
their decisions to invest in and operate
commercial office property.

The following institutions were
among the 25 firms surveyed.

100%

By 2012,
of European
respondents had implemented a corporate
sustainability policy at the fund level.

Allianz
AXA
The Crown Estate
GLL
Henderson
Heitman
Hermes
Investco
RREEF
Standard Life Investments
Tishman Speyer
Westbrook Capital Partners

100%

A comparison of the results in
Europe to this survey reveals that
even in 2012, European investors were
ahead of their US counterparts in
the adoption of sustainable investing.
European investment managers have
more consistent methodologies in
place for evaluating sustainability and
most are taking steps to quantify
their exposure to non-sustainable
properties in their owned portfolios.

45%
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of European respondents had
consistent methodologies in place in their
underwriting.

of European respondents had
set minimum performance standards for
properties under management by 2012.

Compared with
in 2013.

72% of US respondents

68%

of US respondents evaluate the
sustainability of an investment during the
acquisition phase and the methodology is
inconsistent.

Compared with only
US today.

15%

in the
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European investors have clearer
mandates for sustainability
performance for the properties
they own or acquire. Yet, like
U.S. investors, they struggle to
quantify the value contribution
of green certification.
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Corporate Occupier & Investor Services (CIS) creates comprehensive solutions for real estate portfolios, aligning real estate
strategies to our clients’ overall business priorities. Our clients range from multinational corporations to owners/occupiers
of single assets, in local markets and across the globe. CIS adds value as a trusted advisor, leveraging all services to span the
entire life cycle of our clients’ real estate.
Global CIS teams collaborate through the sharing of best practices, use of consistent tools and processes, alignment of goals
and priorities through industry-leading performance management and governance programs and flexible, effective technology.
C&W partners with clients, enabling them to focus on their core business, confident that real estate experts are attending to
every strategic and operational detail required to create, optimize and protect business value.
CIS Services:
Account Management

Financial Management

Transaction Management

Sustainability

Facilities Management

Technology

Lease Administration

Property/Asset Management

Project Management

Agency/Landlord Leasing

Cushman & Wakefield’s US sustainability survey was conducted with the assistance of Remark Research & Marketing, an
independent research and marketing consultancy based in the United Kingdom.

Cushman & Wakefield, Inc.
World Headquarters
1290 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10019-6178
www.cushmanwakefield.com

Cushman & Wakefield is the world’s largest privately-held commercial real estate services firm. The company advises
and represents clients on all aspects of property occupancy and investment, and has established a preeminent position
in the world’s major markets, as evidenced by its frequent involvement in many of the most significant property leases,
sales and management assignments. Founded in 1917, it has approximately 250 offices in 60 countries, employing
more than 16,000 professionals. It offers a complete range of services for all property types, including leasing, sales
and acquisitions, equity, debt and structured finance, corporate finance and investment banking, corporate services,
property management, facilities management, project management, consulting and appraisal. The firm has nearly
$4 billion in assets under management globally. A recognized leader in local and global real estate research, the firm
publishes its market information and studies online at www.cushmanwakefield.com/knowledge.
©2013 Cushman & Wakefield, Inc. All rights reserved.
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